Press Release

VIO Chemicals shares its customized solutions for the Chinese pharma market
at CPhI
Zurich, 19 June 2017 - VIO Chemicals is participating in CPhI China, sharing its customized solutions
in development, manufacturing and sourcing of chemical specialties and active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs) at Shanghai’s New International Expo Centre (SNIEC) from 20 through 22 June
2017.
Held yearly, CPhI China brings together domestic and international companies, covering every step
of the pharma supply chain. Through its long-established and deep experience of operating in the
‘chemical zone’ of Shanghai, VIO Chemicals is a dedicated business partner of the Chinese pharma
industry and an integral component of CPhI China.
VIO Chemicals will be exhibiting at booth W4D22a, near the entrance of Hall 2, under the label of its
Chinese manufacturing arm Yangcheng Haohua Organic Chemicals Co., Ltd. The company will be
represented by its CEO & founder, Dimitris Kalias, R&D Centre Director, Haris Koftis, Nanjing Office
Director, Yujing Zu and a team of experts.
The Yangcheng Haohua Organic Chemicals Co. booth will be organized around two main themes:
first, the company’s manufacturing capabilities and, second, its strategic sourcing services. The
company will showcase its impressive range of manufacturing assets and production capabilities at
lab, kilo, pilot and commercial scales, offering three production units in Binhai totaling 27,000 square
meters, one of them cGMP-standard. In addition, it will present its services for strategic sourcing of
catalogue, custom-manufactured and proprietary products, meeting quality specifications, deadlines
and logistics requirements, and leveraging superior customer service.
Through its long presence in the Chinese market and continuous investment in its operational units,
VIO Chemicals has acquired excellent knowledge of the local business models and regulations and
established a reliable strategic network in the area. Nowadays, VIO Chemicals acts as the “ears and
eyes in China” for a wide range of international pharma clients and offers sophisticated services and
high-quality products at competitive prices.
For more information about our services and operations in China, please visit viochemicals.com
and haohua-chem.com or contact info@viochem.com.
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About VIO Chemicals
VIO Chemicals delivers customized solutions for chemical intermediates and active pharmaceutical
ingredients (APIs). The company offers a complete range of services, from process and product
research and development to quality control and production in commercial quantities. Through its
ISO 9001:14001-certified R&D centre in Greece and three production facilities in China, one cGMPstandard, VIO Chemicals applies cutting-edge science and uses novel technologies to optimize
product quality and maximize API capabilities. In addition, the company is specialized in strategic
sourcing of catalogue, custom-manufactured and proprietary products, offering complementary
GMP/EHS auditing, consulting and regulatory services. Founded in Zurich in 2001, VIO Chemicals is
the exclusive and trusted partner for customers and suppliers in the chemical and pharmaceutical
industry, worldwide. To learn more, visit http://www.viochemicals.com.

About CPhI China 2017
Since Y2000, CPhI China has established itself as the leading pharma industry business and sourcing
event for Eastern Asia, reflecting the huge growth of the Chinese pharma market. Staged by global
B2B events organizer and publisher, UBM Live, CPhI China is a three-day event opening June 20 at
the Shanghai New International Exhibition Center (SNIEC). CPhI China is co-located with five other
pharma industry events, P-Mec for machinery and equipment, ICSE for outsourcing solutions BioPh
for biotech solution, InnoPack for Drug Packaging and Delivery Technology and LABWorld for
laboratory equipment. Together, the shows bring together more than 2,800 suppliers and are
likely to attract some 40,000 visitors from more than 100 countries. More information at
http://www.cphi-china.cn/en.
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